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Abstract (en)
A rectangular swimming pool to be placed on a base, comprising several connecting pieces, several columns as well as several walls, which
connecting pieces are designed to connect the walls and the columns together near respective corner points of the swimming pool, characterised
in that each connecting piece comprises a first part provided on the inner side of a corner point and a second part provided on the outer side of a
corner point, whilst a column is installed between respective end sides of facing walls and between said first part and said second part, wherein
the first part, which is plate-shaped, engages with its edges in connecting slots of facing walls on either side thereof, whilst the second part has a
substantially U-shaped cross-section for receiving the column in question between legs of said U-shaped cross-section, and wherein the first part,
the second part and the column in question are provided with co-axial connecting holes, through which a pin extends for connecting the first part, the
second part and the column in question together.
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